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Coley Barrier - 5 year English teacher 
at RCHS - have been using BR's THE 
WHOLE TIME!! :) 

Lexie Cline - Coley's Grasshopper - 
2nd year English teacher at RHS - uses 
and relies on BR's everyday!

Introduction



a. Easy Transition into the school day
b. Review from the previous day - any lost 

concepts
c. Set schedule - students know exactly what to 

expect
d. Participation - getting everyone started 

together
e. Quick brain activity - the brain is already 

starting to work and ready to go for the period

Why Should I Use Bell Ringers?



a. Preview for the day - what concept they will be 
learning (terms, concepts, etc.)

b. Students quickly become focused
c. Makes students responsible for keeping up with 

documents
d. Teacher Duties

i. Greeting
ii. Make Up Work
iii. Attendance
iv. Student Needs

Continued...



a. Students can keep on a Google Doc OR Composition 
Book (I differentiate this depending on class and level)

b. I ALWAYS put my Bell Ringers on CANVAS - you can also 
keep on a continued Google Doc

c. Graded every 2-3 weeks - based on:
i. Completeness
ii. Accurate
iii. Participation
iv. Thought Process

d. If absent - it’s on Canvas - students are RESPONSIBLE for 
getting the ones they miss!!

e. Used as participation or classwork grade

The Basics



1. SET - same everyday and every week

i. Monday - Current Event
ii. Tuesday - Grammar Mechanics
iii. Wednesday - Poetry or Visual Analysis
iv. Thursday - Vocabulary Activity
v. Friday - Free Write Friday

*This is just a suggestion of what could be done, but you could set 
it anyway you want*

Benefits - 
1. You don't have to think about what you're going to do each day.
2. The students know what to expect.
3. Transitions nicely into the next semester (with the exception of 
current events)

Setup - Two Ways to Bring it 
in the Classroom



2. MISH MASH - Technical Term (Use whatever fits for that day)
a. Political Cartoons
b. Video Clips
c. Art and Images
d. Primary Documents
e. EOC/MSL Review
f. “This Day in History/English”
g. Short Readings
h. Mechanics for Grammar
i. (AND THE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED)

Benefits:
1. Students get a range of ideas.
2. Can fit to the need of the day/lesson/week
3. Creates a lot of options!

Setup - Two Ways to Bring it 
in the Classroom



Good Sites:
-www.cnn.com
-www.abcnews.com
-www.times.com
-Local News!

Read the article; good questions 
(author's purpose/tone/mood/subject)
Great for discussion!!

Current Event

http://www.cnn.com
http://www.abcnews.com
http://www.times.com


-No Red Ink - awesome individualized 
site for students to practice grammar 
- you can get the score sent to you 
(so the score would go on their bell 
ringer sheet)

-Sentences Corrections
-Parts of Speech/Sentence 

Grammar Mechanics

http://www.noredink.com


-SOAPS:
-Subject
-Occasion
-Audience
-Purpose 
-Speaker

Political Cartoons



Sources:
-Poetry 180: A Poem a Day for HS
-Poem Hunter
-Poets.org

Go through the poems with the students.  
Focus on the story and the poetic terms.
*Also relate the poems to the unit of study*

Poetry

http://www.loc.gov/poetry/180/
http://www.loc.gov/poetry/180/
http://www.poemhunter.com
http://www.poemhunter.com
http://www.poets.org/notebookdetail.php/prmNotebookID/376478


-Quick Story Paragraph

-Sentences

-Glog

-Frayer Model

-Act it Out - play

Vocabulary Review



Awesome visual for note taking and making 
connections.  Note: This is an elementary preview.

Glog



Another great visual - students could do one part 
for the bell ringer or begin the whole thing.

Frayer Model



Sources:

Photo Prompts (Tumblr Site)

Writing Prompts (Tumblr Site)

Pinterest pictures

Photo Prompts

http://photoprompts.tumblr.com/
http://photoprompts.tumblr.com/
http://writingprompts.tumblr.com/
http://writingprompts.tumblr.com/
http://pinterest.com/coley_barrier/writing-inspiration-for-students/
http://pinterest.com/coley_barrier/writing-inspiration-for-students/






Pictures are from "Student 
Writing" inspired board on 

Pinterest.



Ted Talks (Educational Source, too!)

YouTube - with discretion 

WingClips - Movie Clips

Ask plot and setting questions; moral 
questions; current event questions; 
literary elements

Video Clips



Benefits: Great for starting the day; 
students know their role and what starts 
the day

Trouble Shooting: There will always be 
THAT Student (you have to motivate a 
little more); walk around; be prepared 
for if the student doesn’t have internet 
activity; be prepared in general; do all 
activities for the week - don't wait!

Last Thoughts



Using several of the ideas, create a 
week of instructions and bell ringers 
for your students.

If there are people from the same 
school and grade level, feel free to 
work together!

Share when you are complete...

Your Turn



Thank you for your time!

Any questions?

Coley's information:
jbarrier@rock.k12.nc.us
msbarrier.blogspot.com

Lexie's Information
adoggett@rock.k12.nc.us

Thanks...


